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After all, many  
of us have either  
experienced drastic 
changes to our 
lifestyle, our 
income, or worse.  
To cope with the 
frustration and 
boredom, we turn to 
hobbies we didn’t 
usually have time 
for, or haven’t 
discovered yet: 
discovering new  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
recipes on the  
internet, practicing  
our barista skills, 
taking the time to  
finish a long-overdue 
personal project,  
and pondering whether 
to file refunds from 
concerts that never 
pushed through due  
to the pandemic.  
Most of the time,  
we find ourselves 
listening to music –  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
one of the brief 
moments when we can 
let go of all the bad 
vibes and transport 
ourselves to our 
happy place.   
 
With establishments 
being closed, and 
everyone being urged 
to stay indoors, have 
you ever wondered how 
our local acts are 
doing? When was the 
last time you saw any 
of them play live, or 
heard any news about 
them? How do you 
think they are coping 
in during this ECQ?  
 
We’ve taken the time 
to find out from a 
handful of them. 
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Finding an outlet to release  
all that negativity  

is one way of taking care  
of yourself during this  

lockdown period.  
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Giniling Festival had just played at the UP Fair and did an online show at 
Rakista Radio days before the lockdown began. Despite this event, vocalist 

Jeje Santos shares that his personal routine hasn’t changed, and that he has 
been working from home for a while now. Although the band has not tried 

anything new at the moment, Jeje is positive that his bandmates have plenty 
to keep themselves entertained.  

 
“I’ve learned that people would always create and consume music, but our ways 
will definitely change because of this pandemic. Thankfully, we are all safe. 

That’s what matters,” Jeje says. 

Giniling Festival 



 
 
 
 

 
The first few days of 
the ECQ did not treat 
Joey Dizon well.  
 
“I ended up going back 
and forth to the 
hospital for real-deal 
anxiety attacks, and to 
be frank, I literally 
felt unhealthy: staying 
locked-up in a condo, 
not being able to go 
outside and hang with 
friends and see family, 
reading all the crap 
that people had been 
posting on social media, 
and dealing with loss, 
even... I just imploded, 
finally.” 
 
Fortunately, after 
getting himself tested 
and getting the right 
medication, the 
guitarist most famously 
known for his past 
tenure with Skychurch 
and many other bands, 
found himself just 
talking with his 
bandmates and other 
musicians to simply talk 
about music – without 
the excess baggage. 
 
His new routine consists 
of working a home, and 
recording and exchanging 
tracks with his fellow 
musicians using his 
newly-acquired iRIg. 
“it’s literally a 
lifesaver. Keeps me sane 
and busy, and it’s 
pretty idiot-proof, so 
it’s perfect,” he says.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The former Editor-in-
Chief of PULP Magazine 
also started two podcasts 
- Behind The Song and 
Behind The Stage. It 
involves him getting into 
a Zoom meeting with some 
of his musician friends, 
recording the session, 
and listen to their 
stories about some of our 
favorite songs and 
events, from their point 
of view. 
 
When asked about what 
lessons he has learned 
over the course of the 
nationwide quarantine, 
Joey says “It may sound 
like a cliché, but the 
first thing is never take 
people or things for 
granted; I mean,  

 
I don’t think anybody 
ever imagined we’d be 
put in a situation like 
this, so it’s a forceful 
reminder of sorts to 
basically, be grateful 
and well… as much as you 
can, be nice: no one 
likes an asshole.  
 
On a more positive note, 
I have been reminded – 
now more than ever – how 
music can really make a 
difference. On good 
days, on bad days, days 
when you’re scared, 
angry; I thought I 
already knew that, but 
yeah – it is awesome to 
realize that you really 
do feel better after 
listening to, or playing 
music. Another reminder 
to self: you have to be 
able to evolve and cope 
with whatever happens. 
Find creative ways. And 
you still have to 
practice.” 
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Joey Dizon 



 
2019 was Valley of 
Chrome’s biggest  
year to date. With 
numerous out-of- 
the-country shows, 
including the  
mother of all  
metal festivals, 
Wacken Open Air. 
 
Entering 2020, the band  
was ready for an equally 
action-packed year – 
until the country closed 
all flights to the 
outside world.  
 
“The nationwide lockdown 
made us step back and 
re-prioritize what we 
want to do after the 
quarantine,” shares 
Rogel Simon, the band’s 
frontman. “We just had a 
band meeting, and the 
collective vision is 
important,” he adds.  
 
According to Rogel, all 
of the members of Valley 
of Chrome dedicate 
themselves to practicing 
their music playing, 
despite the current 
constraints of the ECQ. 
Aside from that, it’s 
the regular routine of 
exercise, podcasts, 
Netflix, writing, and 
dabbling in art to pass 
the time.  
 
When asked what lessons 
he has learned so far 
during this pandemic, 
Rogel simply says, 
“Nothing is promised. 
Cherish everything.” 
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Valley of Chrome 



 
Before the ECQ, 
Manila Under Fire had 
just started rolling 
the ball with with 
Strong Management PH.  
 
The Red Horse Muziklaban 
champions of 2014 were 
now teamed up with 
fellow Muziklaban 
champions Woopis and 
Shotgun Combo. Everyone 
was excited as they 
started 2020 strong with 
2 shows, but found 
themselves in limbo 
after the announcement 
of the nationwide 
lockdown.  
 
With all of the band’s 
equipment in the studio, 
every member tries their 
best to work with the 
limited resources they 
have at home.  

 
Only Nikos Kaziras,  
their drummer, has quick 
access to the studio, 
which comes in handy  
when he does his drum 
videos. Despite these 
constraints, vocalist 
Gabby Gamboa shares how 
his bandmates all 
cooperate to create new 
material.  
 
“The good thing about 
Manila Under Fire, each 
person is capable of 
writing. Gilmar sets out 
a riff, but already has 
the drum pattern idea. 
So, he shows that and 
Nikos refines it to his 
taste. Or, Nikos does a 
hooker on the piano and 
hums out the melody, 
passes it to me and I add 
the words and also refine 
it to my taste. I guess 
every other band does it,  

 
too. That's how we  
get the feeling of  
accomplishment in these 
troubled times. Don't 
let it stop you.”  
 
“The greatest lesson 
that I've learned during 
this ECQ, was finding 
myself. For all of those 
that are stuck at home, 
this is the best time to 
find yourself again. 
Everything is put on-
hold. Nobody is going to 
judge you and you can be 
someone that you are 
happy with. Instead of 
being bored, why don't 
you reinvent yourself? 
Discover things that you 
couldn't do before and 
learn something new,” 
Gabby shares. 
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Manila Under Fire 



 
 
 
 

 
 
When the first  
case of COVID-19  
was confirmed in 
Metro Manila, 
Kamikazee had just 
finished their 20th 
anniversary tour  
with Urbandub, and 
were supposed to 
bring the tour 
overseas.  
 
Although he misses 
playing onstage, 
guitarist Jomal Linao is 
thankful that, at the 
very least, he gets to 
spend more time with his 
family. As for what else 
keeps him busy, all he 
has to say is “Eating, 
sleeping, playing the 
guitar, working out, 
Netflix, and repeat!”  
 
The band is making the 
most out of this 
lockdown period by 
spending quality time 
with their family and 
loved ones. “During 
times like these, it’s 
good to have saved 
enough personal funds,” 
says Jomal. 
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Kamikazee 



 
 
 

 
The following words 
are taken directly 
from Todo Pasa’s 
singer, comedienne 
Tuesday Vargas:  
 
Our band was formed two 
years ago from a 
collective of musicians 
whose experience in 
music spanned decades. 
As individuals, I am 
proud of my bandmates 
who are luminaries in 
their own genres and 
their own pursuits both 
in music and other 
creative fields. We 
recently launched our 
single as Todo Pasa 
named "Pansinin" and we 
are coming up with more 
original songs soon as 
the situation eases up. 
I am very grateful to be 
a part of such a 
congregation of talented 
musicians. Resilience is 
one quality any creative 
person must have in 
order to make it in this 
industry. In fact, all 
good songs that made an 
impact in the world is 
based on heartache and 
defeat. Having said 
that, no health scare or 
pandemic can put an 
artist down. It has made 
us use the bravery we 
perfected through our 
craft in this great time 
of need. Having music as 
our ally these days, 
weather Bing's DJ 
sessions online, Paul's 
constant live gigs on 
social media, and our 
personal efforts to put 
out every kind of 
entertainment we could  

produce to share with  
the world in this 
desperate times I believe 
is an act of courage on 
our part. We need all 
artists to share their 
gifts especially now that 
the world needs more 
reasons to be grateful. 
The key basically is 
maintaining a good 
disposition as mental 
health is at the core of 
everything not just 
physical health. Aside 
from eating healthy and 
working out, I rekindle 
old friendships by 
checking in on even my 
strongest friends. I also 
re started my personal 
journal to chronicle my 
daily thoughts so I can 
look back on this chapter 
of all our lives and 
learn.  
 
All of us have families 
to take care of. The 
fathers in our group are 
keeping that solid 
foundation in their own 
households. I am a mother 
of an 18 year-old kid who 
is preparing for college 
so I am arming him with 
skills he can use when he 
ventures out on his own 
when he starts school 
away from home. This made  

us all realize that  
FAMILY IS EVERYTHING.  
Artists or not, we all 
should know the value of 
family. My band is the 
family I selected for 
myself and I am proud of 
all of them for taking 
care of theirs in this 
troubling time.  
 
This pandemic is a great 
equalizer. It does not 
recognize fame or 
success, anyone can get 
infected and at the drop 
of hat, all will be 
taken from you. You will 
suffer alone and die 
alone. It makes you 
value trivial things you 
used to take for 
granted, like a loaf of 
bread which is an 
elusive as ever! But 
most importantly, I 
taught me to be grateful 
for my life and my 
health. Not everyone can 
say the same. So what I 
do have, I make it a 
point to share to those 
that I can reach. My 
employees in my events 
company, even a stranger 
I pass by on the street. 
EVERYONE IS STRUGGLING. 
But much like anything 
else, this too shall 
pass. 
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Todo Pasa 



 
 
 
“Black Wolf Gypsies 
was doing quite well 
pre-ECQ. We had a  
lot of plans lined  
up for the rest of 
the year – gigs with 
big bands, new songs 
for recording and 
release.It’s just 
unfortunate that  
most of the plans 
have been placed  
on a standstill 
because of the 
lockdown,” says 
vocalist Mike Twain.  
 
 
 
 
The hard rock band had 
just ended 2019 as a 
front act to Razorback’s 
29th anniversary.  
 
According to Mike,  
his pre-ECQ days were 
“peacefully busy”,  
just the way he liked 
them – with his day job, 
band activities, and 
spending time with his 
family and friends. 
After the nationwide 
lockdown, these things 
came to a halt.  
 
Despite the new status 
quo, and different 
living conditions, he 
and his bandmates still 
manage to collaborate 
with each other with the 
use of social media.  

 
They have recently put 
together a management 
team for Black Wolf 
Gypsies to help get 
things in order.  
“My new normal in this 
time of ECQ is pretty 
basic – wake-up, clean  
 
and sanitize the house, 
workout, bathe, eat a 
weird combination of 
lunch and dinner, devour 
my second dinner and  
then take the rest of  
the time to work on my 
craft practicing mostly 
guitars and vocals. With 
the time on my hands, 
it’s a great way to catch 
up on scales and the 
works,” Mike says.  
 
 

 
As for what lessons  
he has learned during 
this quarantine period, 
Mike has this to say:  
“It pays to be vigilant. 
Complacency has no  
place during these  
unprecedented 
circumstances. Uncertain 
times make for an 
excellent opportunity to 
improve one’s adversity 
and emotional 
quotients.” 
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Black Wolf Gypsies 



 
 
Like clockwork,  
Niño Mendoza’s music 
projects and paying 
gigs with his band 
Blue Jean Junkies 
were consistent  
every week.  
 
“Aside from my earned 
accomplishments, the 
most important priority 
of accomplishments for 
me now is consistency. 
When things are 
consistent that's good 
enough for me. As to the 
situation of ECQ now, I 
take it as a breather to 
discover my other 
potentials as an artist 
and businessman.”  
 
Aside from being a 
musician, Niño owns a 
Brazilian Ribeye steak 
business, which keeps 
him busy most of the 
day. “I was totally 
oblivious that I would 
get into this essential 
business during 
quarantine! Another 
reason to feel lucky and 
grateful while most 
means of income are on 
halt around the world,” 
he says. At night, he 
focuses on his music 
projects – livestreaming 
performances with other 
artists and sending each 
other video guide tracks 
to prepare for 
fundraising and charity 
movements to provide 
necessities for our  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
frontline personnel and 
families who are in need. 
These charity movements 
are organized by the 
schools Southridge and 
Woodrose.  
 
While most people would 
feel deprived during the 
lockdown, Niño sees this 
as an opportunity to 
learn, accept, adjust, 
and work with 
availability of musicians 
and situations to make 
the show and projects go 
on. “Life at the moment 
is what you make it. If I 
could respect decisions 
and situation of others, 
then I will accept and 
respect life's terms at 
the moment with faith to 
keep up the good day to 
day fight to survive. 
Most of all doing the  

 
 
 
simple things I can for 
my sanity and peace of 
mind at the end of the 
day,” he shares.  
 
When asked about what 
lessons he has learned 
during this quarantine, 
he has this to say: “No 
matter how big or small, 
race, color, wealthy or 
not, more or less, 
success or state of 
mind... We could be as 
fragile as anybody and 
anything. Happiness and 
contentment is a state 
of mind. What's real 
important for me is how 
I lived and loved my own 
life with empathy for 
others. For what my 
destiny would be...It 
will be done with faith 
and working towards it a 
day at a time.” 
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Niño Mendoza 
Blue Jean Junkies 



 
 
 

 
 
 

Reyg Linao, like  
her husband Jomal,  
is a passionate 
musician. Despite 
missing the regular 
rehearsals and live 
performances, she 
does her best to 
manage her other 
projects and 
businesses from  
home, and that  
keeps her busy.  
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Prior to the 
implementation of the 
ECQ, Talata had just 
finished their Music 
Video Launch for their 
latest single 
“Confession”. Right now, 
the best they can do is 
practice in their own 
homes and try to create 
new material. “Except for 
postponed business 
travels, client meetings, 
gigs and gym training 
everything is pretty much 
the same,” Reyg says.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
“I’ve learned that I  
can do away with things 
I thought I’d feel 
deprived of. The basic 
things in life are more 
valued nowadays,”  
she adds. 
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Talata 



 
Before the pandemic 
began, Arcadia was 
already putting the 
finishing touches on 
its new record.  
 
“This was supposed to be 
a productive year, with 
overseas gigs and a 
music video shoot,” says 
vocalist Ernie Estevez. 
“But the show must go 
on, we will still be 
playing our stuff on a 
different platform this 
time around. I hope this 
will not last long. We 
are still coping with 
this.”  
 
On the other side of the 
spectrum, drummer Ian de 
Guzman actually finds 
himself enjoying the 
solace of the lockdown  
 

 
by honing his drumming 
technique, spending more 
time with his family 
playing Monopoly, and 
having late-night talks 
with his son. As for the 
rest of the band, 
technology is a vital aid 
to them in making video 
content, playthroughs, 
and covers. “We also do 
some happy-hour stuff 
like remote drinking 
session talking about 
silly things like 
politics and conspiracies 
(Ariel and Keith haha).  
 
It’s been really 
productive and fun with 
the guys. We understand 
how bad the situation is 
right now but we’re just 
trying to take away all 
the positive things out 
of it,” says Ian.  
 
 
 
 

 
He adds, “This pandemic 
has been brought to us 
to accept a huge 
conflict as a normal 
thing. So again, I just 
wade through all the BS 
and focus on living my 
life with the things and 
people I love. I learned 
to appreciate them more. 
I have been trying to 
come up with something 
positive to take away 
from this situation and 
it was hard because 
there isn’t much but the 
best thing I think I was 
able to come up is this 
- gratitude. It seems to 
me that all we could do 
is be grateful for the 
time we have with them 
and for the time we have 
left with each other and 
that’s all.” 
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Arcadia 



 
 
 

Parokya ni Edgar has 
been a staple in the 
Philippine music 
scene since the 90s.  
 
Five years ago, their 
longtime bassist Buhawi 
“Buwi” Meneses migrated 
to the USA. However,  
he still performs with 
the band at every 
opportunity he gets  
to come back home.  
 
“I was all set to travel 
back in Manila to record 
a new album with PNE 
early March until the 
Pandemic outbreak so I 
had to cancel the trip 
and remain with my 
family. Thus, all plans 
for the band, music and 
work came to a halt,” 
says Buwi. “Fortunately 
I was hired for a job 
here in the US. I am now 
considered one of the 
front-liners because  
I now work for an 
ambulance company,”  
he adds.  
 
With a stay-at-home 
family, Buwi uses the 
opportunity to spend 
time with them and play 
music together. He 
teaches his sons any 
instrument they find 
interest in, and acts  
as their personal 
barista and bartender.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parokya ni Edgar 
continues to entertain 
their fans at home by 
livestreaming “stay home” 
jam sessions. Meanwhile, 
Buwi does his own form of 
entertainment with his 
“Barista Jams” on social 
media.  
 
When asked what lessons 
he has learned during  

 
 
these trying times, he  
says, “In life, you 
don’t have to race to 
the top with fame or 
material wealth just  
to be drained by some 
illness. It’s your faith 
above, and kindness to 
humanity that can never 
compare to any material 
thing.” 
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Buwi Meneses  
Parokya ni Edgar 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Save the Fall were 
preparing themselves 
for a very productive 
2020 – live sessions 
at Pitchblack studio, 
a provincial tour 
with Fherrond, Dally 
Los Pollos Hermanos, 
Save the Prophet  
and Stella, and  
Agaw Agimat.  
 
Aside from playing at 
big events like Tribal 
Bandidos, Dutdutan, and 
Tatuan Dos, they had  
a new song that was 
scheduled to come out 
this summer, but all 
plans were put on  
hold because of the 
nationwide quarantine.  
 
 

 
Because of the lockdown, 
the band members found 
themselves learning new 
skills: “I became a  
lot less lazy, since I 
act as the carpenter, 
electrician, and plumber 
in my house,” says Ferds 
Gudo Meister, the band’ 
s drummer. As for their 
vocalist, Joanas Pineda 
says, “I end up sleeping 
so much, I think I’ve 
lost my ability to 
scream! Hahaha!”  
 
“Right now, it’s an 
opportunity to spend more 
time with our families, 
and check up on each 
other in our group chat,” 
says guitarist Gerdan 
Riñon.  

 
“Nothing has really 
changed from my routine, 
since I’ve already been 
working from home for a 
while now,” he adds.  
 
“Our lives are more 
important than money.  
We can survive even if 
we have to find other 
means of making a 
living, but life is 
something you don’t risk 
for anything,” says 
Ferds. “Remember: Just 
stay at home, Always 
sanitize your hands, 
Keep your surroundings 
clean, On-time meals, 
and Leave crowded 
areas.” 
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Save the Fall 



 
 
 

 
 
Their sophomore  
album “Aurum” had 
just been released, 
and Wilabaliw was 
ready to take their 
music to new heights, 
and explore different 
platforms for 
transmitting  
their material.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
Despite the limitations 
brought about by the ECQ, 
the band has found other 
ways to collaborate with 
each other.  
 
“It’s really tough having 
limited resources for 
music production, but 
thanks to the internet, 
I’m becoming more 
resourceful myself!” 
shares Jesso Montejo,  
the drummer for 
Wilabaliw.  

 
 
 

 
 
“Despite the quarantine 
situation, we never fail 
to communicate with one 
another, and share our 
ideas,” he adds.  
 
Asked what lessons he 
has learned over this 
lockdown period, Jesso 
simply says “Do not 
bargain with life. Your 
health is top priority.” 
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Wilabaliw 



 
Before the ECQ, 
Piledriver was on 
tour. They were on 
their 6th of the 19 
shows that they were 
supposed to play for 
when the lockdown was 
announced. They had 
no other choice but 
to return home and 
cancel the succeeding 
shows.  
 
 

 
“We had no income because 
our businesses were shut 
down. The tour was 
cancelled, most of our 
merchandise was still in 
inventory, and a lot of 
plans did not work out as 
we had foreseen,” says 
Howell Casacop of 
Piledriver.  

 
Despite not having as 
much band time as 
before, the members took 
the opportunity to spend 
as much time with their 
families to make the 
most out of the ECQ and 
learn new things. 
“Everyone still has 
talents they haven’t 
unlocked yet. Now is the 
time to discover them,” 
says Howell. 
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Piledriver 



 
 
Their vocalist had 
just written the 
lyrics to 4 new songs 
for their upcoming 
full-length album, 
but Dead on Arrival 
had to postpone their 
plans to record them 
due to the COVID-19 
pandemic.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
“We had just celebrated 
our first event with Dyse 
One clothing family, 
alongside our brothers at 
Piledriver,” says Jericho 
Saavedra. “Aside from 
some of us losing our 
sources of income, we’re 
taking this lockdown 
positively,” he adds.  
 
Jericho works as an 
English tutor and teaches 
Voice and Accent in an 
international company. “A 
big thanks to my clients, 
that I’ve been getting my 
everyday needs despite 
the lockdown,” he says.  

 
 
 

 
 
“My bandmates and I 
treat each other as 
brothers, which is why 
we communicate every 
day, sharing ideas and 
funny stuff that keeps 
us tight.”  
 
Asked what lessons the 
band has learned 
throughout the 
quarantine, Jericho says 
“The thing we primarily 
learn is to stand up on 
your own without 
expecting any help from 
others.” 
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Before the ECQ,  
Dying Manifesto was 
doing quite well. 
They had several live 
gigs and had composed 
several new songs 
before the lockdown 
was announced.  
Once the sirens  
rang, though, they 
decided to terminate 
all recording 
sessions and cancel 
their gigs until 
further notice.  
 
“Every one of us has day 
jobs, and we would 
usually get together 
every week or every 
month. One of the 
members was stranded in 
Metro Manila, while his 
family is in Pagsanjan, 
Laguna. Nevertheless, we 
didn’t regret our 
decision to shut down 
the studio early,” says 
Neil Fernandez Jr. of 
Dying Manifesto.  
 
Aside from staying home 
and spending quality 
time with their family, 
the band members also 
created content for 
their Youtube channels, 
such as video covers and 
other things to pass the 
time. Some of them were 
even granted work-from-
home privileges. 

 
 
“We’re trying to get 
enough progress during 
the ECQ, but it’s harder 
than we thought,” says 
Neil. “Some of us do not 
have the right equipment, 
but we’re grateful that 
we have a positive 
outlook. We’ll get our 
progress back in the 
timeline soon,” he adds.  
 
 

 
 
Asked what lessons they 
have learned during this 
ECQ, Neil says “Everyone 
is precious. Always be 
grateful. Give time to 
your family and loved 
ones. Stay healthy. 
Change is inevitable. No 
amount of money can pay 
vulnerability.” 
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One week before the 
country went on 
lockdown, Til Kingdom 
Come was playing a 
show, and were 
supposed to record 
new songs which were 
supposed to be 
released this May.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
“ECQ really affected 
everything. One reason is 
that not everyone in the 
band has tools to 
facilitate home recording 
to put up demos and other 
music-related stuff,” 
says guitarist Ariel 
Lumanlan Jr. “Also, 
nothing beats actual face 
time with the band in a 
studio,” he adds.  
 
Ariel, along with the 
bands bassist, Vince, 
collaborate with each 
other to write new 
material for the band. 
“We’re trying to maximize 
the technology we have at 
hand,” Ariel says.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Asked what lessons the 
band has learned during 
the lockdown so far, 
Ariel says “Always pay 
attention to the little 
things, and be grateful. 
In this situation you’ll 
realize that most things 
are temporary, you 
should cherish every 
moment with your loved 
ones. Most especially 
your family.” 
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Brawler was 
formed in 2006 
in Santa Cruz, 
Laguna. Their 
first EP, 
“Santa Cruz 
Hardcore”, and 
their full 
length album 
“Laguna Capital 
Hardcore” were 
produced under 
Railroad 
Records and 
Crank Music 
relief.  
 
Some of their songs 
enjoyed airtime in radio 
programs such as 
Slaughter House, and the 
Jam 88.3 segment Balian 
ng Leeg. “We like and 
enjoy playing live! 
Whether it’s a small 
show, gig or big event. 
But some of the big 
events that we played 
recently are Laguna 
Music Festival, Luzon 
Hardcore Fest, Laguna 
Hardcore Fest,” says 
Rodney.  
 
“We are working on our 
new album hopefully to 
be release this year but 
due to this pandemic 
covid-19, We were unable 
to continue and finish 
the vocal tracks on 
time. We will be back to 
studio and finish the 
new album once this 
pandemic is over.”  
 
 

 
According to band members 
Barry and Billy, the 
pandemic affected their 
sources of income, but 
thankfully, they found 
ways to compensate for 
it: “I never had time to 
skate before, but now I 
can skate whenever I 
want,” says Barry. “I’m 
able to work from home in 
the daytime,” says Billy. 
The other two members 
Rodney and Ian have 
thoughts on their 
families: “I get to spend 
more time with my 
daughter,” says Ian. “I 
am unable to visit my 
daughter and son due to 
the lockdown,” says 
Rodney.  
 
 
 
 

 
Despite the current 
constraints, Brawler 
finds ways to put the 
finishing touches on 
their album. “We just 
need to record the vocal 
tracks,” says Barry.  
 
When asked about what 
lessons the band has 
learned during this 
lockdown, Barry says 
“Give importance to 
everything, and each 
other,” Billy says 
“Think ahead and get 
ready for all 
possibilities,” Ian says 
“Do not lose faith; We 
should appreciate life 
and our family,” and 
Rodney says “Be 
resourceful. Anything 
can happen in the blink 
of an eye.” 
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“We were scheduled to 
play for Solid Empire 
Production for the 
whole year prior to 
ECQ,” says Kebun of 
the band Calvario. 
“Fortunately, we were 
able to release a 
music video on 
Youtube, thanks to 
our friends and 
brother bands.”  
 
 
 

 
 
Althought their lifestyle 
underwent some changes, 
the band members find 
ways to keep themselves 
busy; “I spend most of my 
time working from home, 
taking online courses, 
and playing games,” says 
Leandro. “My body clock 
has changed because of 
the pandemic. I decided 
working nights and doing 
part-time jobs in the 
morning,” says JL. 
Franco, on the other 
hand, sends memes to his 
friends and bandmates to 
pass the time.  

 
 
“Staying at home can be 
fun when you’re learning 
new things!” says 
Leandro. “Just be 
patient, and tap into 
your undiscovered 
talent!” 
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The members of 
Iscariot were  
working on their 
final tracks and the 
mixing of 13 songs 
for their upcoming 
album when ECQ 
happened. That meant 
the recording had  
to be postponed,  
and the band had  
to cancel their 
upcoming gigs.  
 
 
 

 
Because of these 
challenging times, the 
band also had to cancel 
their rehearsals until 
further notice. However, 
prioritizing their health 
and safety meant well for 
the group. 
 
Using their 
resourcefulness,  
Iscariot conducts 
livestream rehearsals  
and experiments with 
different tone settings 
during this quarantine 
period.  
 
 

 
On realizations, the 
band members have this 
to say: “This virus has 
re-oriented our 
relationships with the 
world outside, changing 
everything about life 
and work, hit us by 
surprise, and consumed 
us within months as it 
spreads like wildfire. 
We have come to realize 
that we can continue 
living without the 
luxurious things in 
life, because none of 
those mattered when we 
got struck by this 
pandemic, and all we can 
hold on to amidst this 
chaos is our family and 
friends.” 
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One of the 
accomplishments 
Playground of 
Mischief were able  
to accomplish before 
the lockdown was 
releas a lyric video 
of one of their 
songs. 
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Despite some personal 
struggles and 
constraints with the 
current situation, this 
Davao band looks to 
record new songs as  
soon as the quarantine 
is lifted.  

When asked how they  
take care of themselves 
during the pandemic,  
the band members say 
“Healthy living mentally 
and physically, as well 
as basic life skills are 
very important at this 
time. Maintaining your 
sanity is vital when 
facing a war we do not 
know how to win.” 



 
Hailing from  
General Santos,  
xThe Cussedx were 
part of Piledriver’ 
s tour around the 
country, and had 
played in the  
Lookin Up Tour  
in their hometown.  
 
 

 
The ECQ brought an 
unexpected gift to the 
members of xThe Cussedx – 
time. “We had the time to 
improve our passion for 
arts, especially the 
things we love doing. We 
now have a lot of time to 
do that compared to when 
we were still students,” 
share the members of the 
band.  
 
 

 
xThe Cussedx is 
currently working on new 
material to play for 
upcoming events after 
the ECQ.  
 
“Taking a break is not 
only essential for human 
beings, but for Mother 
Nature as well.” 
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After celebrating  
the 14th anniversary 
of the Hardcore  
and Metal scene in 
General Santos City, 
Chainrust found 
themselves subject  
to the curfew  
imposed nationwide.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
“The ECQ affected us, 
since people younger  
than 17 are not allowed 
to go out,” says the  
band members.  
 
“We were supposed to 
practice in advance, 
write more songs, but 
everything was scrapped 
because of the lockdown.”  
 
The band currently keeps 
themselves busy by doing 
household chores and 
taking care of their 
health through exercise.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
“We have learned that 
this pandemic is a 
dangerous situation.  
You don’t know that  
you have it when you 
feel no symptoms. So 
far, we find that  
the instructions 
disseminated are useful 
and helpful,” share the 
members of Chainrust. 
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Infernal Messiah was 
just starting their 
year with a few gigs 
in town when the 
nationwide lockdown 
was put in place.  
 
Because of that, the 
band members were not 
able to go to work or 
meet up for rehearsals. 
Furthermore, some of the 
foreign bands they 
expected to watch did 
not push through with 
their tour because of 
the worldwide pandemic.  
 
 

 
 
 
At the moment, the 
members of Infernal 
Messiah take to 
gardening, household 
chores, and polish up on 
their artistic skills. 
Thanks to online tools 
and social media, the 
band has been able to 
compose new material 
which they hope to 
release as soon as the 
ECQ is lifted.  
 
 

 
 
 
“Over the course of this 
quarantine we learned 
that we should always be 
prepared for whatever 
may come. Have savings, 
food stored, a small 
veggie garden if you 
can, basic life skills 
and to be self-
sufficient,” share the 
members of Infernal 
Messiah. 
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Empty’s last gig to date was in February, 
right before the first cases of the 
Coronavirus hit our shores. Along with 
veteran hardcore and punk bands such as 
NFH, ADA, Piledriver, Crackpots, and 
others, Empty was looking to start the year 
strong.  
 
“For Empty, it put a stop to our rehearsals. After 
Vision 20/20, we were planning to make new songs 
after a long hiatus,” shares Dixie Trinidad. 
“Personally, I saw a lot of positives and negatives 
during ECQ. I saw how people struggled to live by 
or even last until this would be lifted. Given the 
scarcity of resources, I tried to provide or share 
what I can if given the chance to those in need.”  
 
“I got to spend the first few weeks of the ECQ with 
my family. However, I was called to report onsite, 
so I leave for work from Mondays to Fridays,” says 
Dixie. “That’s the most I can do to keep the money 
rolling, since we never know how long this ECQ will 
last.”  
 
The following lessons were shared by Dixie:  
 
 Integrity - lack of transparency among all 
government officials to its constituents when it 
comes to providing service and valid information. 
It’s pretty obvious so i think i don’t need to 
elaborate further on that.  

 Accountability - pinpointing of who’s who to 
blame and not owning or having the balls to admit 
each’s shortcomings.  

 Compassion - lack of concern for the suffering of 
others.  

 Discipline - failure to comply with rules set and 
not taking into consideration the welfare of 
others. 

 
These lessons are not only for me but for everyone. 
If we really wanted to change, act first, set an 
example and hope that everyone will follow. It’s so 
easy to rant and blame whatever we see on all 
mediums of information and updates. But what we 
don’t see is the bigger picture. We only see the 
surface and not what’s beneath it. A lot may be 
conditioned to be one. Being reactive and not 
validating the real reason behind it won’t do us 
any good. I hope this would change for our own 
betterment. 

Before the first case 
of COVID-19 in the 
Philippines, TORTURE 
were busy recording 
songs and preparing 
themselves for big 
events such as the 
Laguna Hardcore Fest 
2020, and Strong 
South Sessions.  
 
“We were scared at 
first, because it was 
our first time to 
experience a nationwide 
lockdown,” shares Rondee 
Falsario of the band 
TORTURE. “We had regular 
rehearsal sessions, but 
since the ECQ started, 
all we can do for now is 
get in touch with each 
other through messenger 
and check how each other 
is doing,” adds Mark 
Lester Maranan.  
The band uses the time 
in lockdown to spend 
more time with their 
families and take care 
of their health through 
exercise. “We are still 
constantly communicating 
to have our ideas for 
the songs that we are 
composing and how to 
make our band more 
progressed for the 
future gigs to come,” 
shares Rondee. “Value 
our self, our family and 
to love life. Enjoying 
the simple things and 
keeping in mind that 
everything happens for a 
reason. Cleanliness and 
sanitation must always 
be included in our daily 
routine,” says Mark. 
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A few weeks before 
the ECQ was 
announced, Homieside 
had started recording 
their first EP after 
several years. 
“Before ECQ, we 
played a couple of 
gigs here and there, 
as long as our 
schedule permitted. 
It’s kind of ‘all or 
nothing’ for us,” 
share the band 
members.  
 
Because of the lockdown, 
the members of the band 
had to say goodbye to 
their weekend meetings 
and rehearsals, as well 
as their weekly drinking 
spree. “Fortunately, we 
got to spend more time 
with our families and 
children,” they share.  
 
Two members, James and 
Onon, are gamers; while 
Ven takes pride in his 
guitars. “It’s a good 
idea to always keep 
something saved for the 
rainy days,” share the 
band members. 
 

The SCC 14th 
anniversary in Gensan 
was the highlight of 
Yawar’s 2020 before 
the pandemic struck.  
 
“We had ‘what ifs’ fill 
our head, especially 
since the news kept 
saying that the 
infection numbers were 
getting higher,” says 
the band members.  
 
“We never got the chance 
to share our music with 
our metal brothers and 
sisters, since two 
events were cancelled - 
SADOREQUIEM UPON 
MANKINDS, BURIAL at 
DAVAO with ATAUL, EXITUS 
and some Davao locals, 
not to mention the 
ADVENT tour, Gensan leg 
of EMPERIUM, and 
others.”  
 
Despite the setbacks, 
the members of Yawar all 
used the opportunity to 
spend time with their 
families, and work on 
the finishing touches of 
their demo CD.  
 
“We are part of the 
solution to this. This 
is the time to be united 
and help each other. 
Stay home and look after 
our families,” share the 
members of Yawar. 
 

Before the 
announcement of the 
ECQ, Sacrifix had 
just celebrated the 
14th anniversary  
of Southcore. 
Afterwards, the 
Gensan-based hardcore 
band found themselves 
unable to do their 
usual business.  
 
“It’s a good thing we 
have a bit of savings!” 
shares Mack Mofus. “We 
were supposed to 
celebrate the Mindanao 
Hardcore Fest 2020 in 
Marbel City (crown city 
of the south), but it 
was cancelled because  
of the pandemic.”  
 
Mack, like his 
bandmates, does what he 
can to keep himself busy 
and entertained – from 
planting vegetables to 
carpentry, he does 
everything while playing 
his favorite ska, punk, 
and hardcore music in 
the background. Aside 
from that, the members 
of Sacrifix are working 
on 4 new songs that they 
plan to relase as early 
as the lockdown ends.  
 
“Learn to be thankful, 
give more importance to 
people who keep us alive 
despite the struggles 
and trials that arise,” 
shares Mack. 
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After a few months  
of temporary hiatus, 
EVEN is back with 
their new vocalist  
KD Dasco. However,  
due to the COVID-19, 
the live music  
scene is one of the 
seriously affected 
sectors because of 
the implementation  
of the Enhanced 
Community Quarantine 
(ECQ). Thanks to Jam 
Bumanlag who agreed 
to talk about a few 
things and how this 
global pandemic 
affects their  
life as musicians  
during quarantine. 
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How was your band before 
ECQ? What milestones  
or big events did you 
accomplish prior to  
the lockdown?  
We just went to a 
rebuilding process. Our 
former vocalist left the 
band so it was really 
grueling for the last 
part of 2019. We took  
it as a challenge  
though and maraming nag 
motivate and inspire 
samin nina Dan and JL  
to still push though. 
Nagpa-audition kami and 
we found KD Dasco. That 
itself is a milestone on 
its own. Super daming 
gigs ang naka sched! We 
planned to write and 
record new set of songs 
for a CD after that.  
Nag record kami agad ng 
as we like to call it 
"Reimagined" of an old 
EVEN song "Obra" and  
the response was really 
great and it kept the 
ball rolling for new 
songs to come even up  
to this day. Ayun! of 
course the gigs were 
canceled pero having  
the new "core" members 
bonding together is 
exciting, and seeing our 
Team EVEN na anjan parin 
palagi supporting us 
mapa gigs or online is 
definitely a milestone 
for us. 
 
How has the ECQ affected 
you personally? How has 
it affected the band?  
Sa umpisa hindi ako 
makapaniwala and kept  
it na parang normal 
parin but when it 
finally stuck on me  
it was really hard. 
Minsan nakakadepress 
pero buti na lang  
nanjan si "Music". Lots 
of gigs were canceled.  
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Studio rehearsals and 
recording were canceled. 
Good thing kahit papaano 
nakapag gig kami with  
the new lineup and 
naenjoy namin ung 
samahan before the 
lockdown. Looking 
forward parin kami 
namakapag gig soon pag 
okay na. Sa ngayon 
gumagawa kami ng mga 
areglo for new songs and 
confident kami with that 
as may mga nagagawa at 
naiipon na. Really 
challenging times lalo 
na for artists and 
musicians but kelangan 
mag move forward and be 
positive. 
 
What is your new daily 
routine during this 
pandemic?  
I wake up early, around 
5am tapos madalas ako 
mag jog sa area namin 
pero nakakapanibago kasi 
walang tao at mga  
sasakyan as in parang 
ghost town, tapos mga  
6 or 7am asa bahay nako.  
Pahinga and then once a 
week nagmamarket ako. 
Luto luto for the day 
then check emails I also 
do online mixing work so  

grateful na 
nagagawa ko 
parin un. 
Then sa 
gabi relax 
or play 
guitar or 
maybe even 
write and 
record new 
ideas. I'm 
not really 
a Netflix 
buff pero 
maraming 
days off so nakakarami 
nako haha Money Heist, 
Breaking Bad etc those 
binge watching I normally 
don't or have chance to 
do back then so new thing 
sha para sakin haha  
 
 
How does the band keep 
itself busy during this 
ECQ?  
Madalas kami mag usap sa 
GC namin about future  
 

 
 
goals and plans for  
the songs. I'm sorta  
the "MD" ng banda so I 
always give and plot  
out ideas there. Good 
thing eh same parin  
kami ng ideology about 
it and the songs so  
nakakainspire yun. 
Gumawa kami ng lockdown 
edition for "Stolen"  
and super ganda din ng 
response and hopefully 
makagawa pa ulit ng isa.  
 
 

What lessons have you 
learned over the course 
of this quarantine?  
Patience, Survival 
tricks, Isolation, 
Understanding, Being 
grateful still. Family 
first.  
 
 
What message would you 
like to tell everyone?  
Kapit lang! Bawi tayo  
ng malakas after ng 
lahat ng ito! 
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How was your band before 
ECQ? What milestones or 
big events did you 
accomplish prior to the 
lockdown?  
We were swamped with 
activity and schedules! 
We wanted this year to be 
a hustle but the pandemic 
didn't agree with us. 
Such a shame we couldn't 
make our tour a fruition 
this year! Before the 
pandemic, we released our 
first single this year 
titled 'Lay On The 
Ground' under Halfnote 
Music Label.  
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Exactly Two (2) years had passed since they were featured here and 
we had an opportunity again to check on the band through their 
vocalist BJ Ebit and talked about some things related to the 

ongoing pandemic particularly here in our country.  
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It can be played through 
Spotify, Deezer, ITunes 
and other music 
platforms. We also did a 
launch of it at the 
famous Route 196 Bar 
with performances from 
The Riot Act, Catfight, 
Gin Rhum N' Truth and 
many more. We also 
played as the sole metal 
act in Tondo Music 
Festival last 17th of 
January 2020 with 6 
Cycle Mind.  
 

  

 
How has the ECQ affected 
you personally? How has 
it affected the band?  
Depressing. It's hard 
when you couldn't do what 
you usually do. Being 
restricted to a corner 
with nothing more than a 
promise of stalled 
progress. I know for sure 
my bandmates feels this 
too. We want to go out 
there and share our 
music! But it's 
impossible for us to get 
together to rehearse and 

brainstorm to write 
new songs right 
now. All we can do 
is stay inspired 
and do our each and 
own part in the 
band. Staying safe 
in our homes and 
hope this pandemic 
ends soon. 

 

 
What is your new daily 
routine during this 
pandemic?  
I busy myself with 
volunteer work. My mom 
is an official in the 
barangay so I help her 
do her part in this 
outbreak. We pack food 
supplies, hand it over 
to those  
in need, guard the 
entrances to our 
barangay, share helpful 
knowledge about the 
pandemic and talk to our 
neighbors. I also try to 
stay inspired by doing 
other activities like 
watching documentaries, 
play games on the phone 
and my PC, clean the 
house, water the plants, 
etc. Also, I keep on 
singing. I stretch my 
vocal muscles everyday.  
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We pack food supplies, 
hand it over to those  
in need, guard the 
entrances to our 
barangay, share helpful 
knowledge about the 
pandemic and talk to our 
neighbors. I also try to 
stay inspired by doing 
other activities like 
watching documentaries, 
play games on the phone 
and my PC, clean the 
house, water the plants, 
etc. Also, I keep on 
singing. I stretch my 
vocal muscles everyday.  
 
How does the band keep 
itself busy during this 
ECQ?  
Zeus our bassist has 
work, our drummer James 
has opened a food 
business right in front 
of his home, Jer our 
guitarist works in their  

tailor shop. We stay  
connected thru FB chat 
and right now we are in  
the talks of creating 
music by doing recorded  
performances in the 
comfort of our homes and 
sharing on socmed.  
 
What lessons have you 
learned over the course 
of this quarantine?  
Keep your body healthy. 
We usually take this for 
granted when we are busy 
with the rigours of our 
everyday life. Take 
vitamins, eat healthy 
food, stay focused and 
inspired. Also, do not 
forget to tell your loved  

ones how much you love  
them every day and show  
it to them. This 
pandemic showed us how 
fleeting human life is. 
Be thankful for the life 
and always treasure it.  
 
What message would you 
like to tell everyone?  
Heed the warnings.  
Don't ignore the signs. 
Stay in your homes and 
support each other. 
Nothing is impossible  
if we set our minds to 
it. We had been through 
pandemic before and we 
have survived. We can 
get through this as 
well. Have faith. 
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These guys from  
the university of 
Perpetual Help Dalta 
were formed as a 
band on October 
2018. They played 
around schools as 
well as bars in 
Metro Manila. They 
also have a couple 
of original songs 
written and 
released. Their 
bassist Rayna Dane, 
told us some stories 
on how was the band 
during this time  
of quarantine. 
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How was your band before 
ECQ? What milestones or 
big events did you 
accomplish prior to  
the lockdown?  
2020, we were off to 
good start! We had 
several gigs, mostly 
school gigs. Though we 
really have a lot 
planned this year but 
sadly the Coronavirus 
happened.  
 
How has the 
ECQ affected 
you 
personally? 
How has it 
affected  
the band?  
Personally, 
I've grew a 
lot in the 
span of a 
month or two. 

Having this pandemic 
happen around the 
globe made me grew a  
lot, my perspective 
widen also my 
empathy. I've learned 
to focus more on  
my well-being; 
health wise.  
It is not easy 
but it made ua 
realize that  
time is precious, 
we've spent a  

lot of time 
without 
families and 
also focused on 
our hobbies and 
music. For our 
band, of course 
ECQ  
had us go to 
hiatus mode  
in terms of 
playing live 
and recording. 
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What is your new daily 
routine during this 
pandemic?  
Well one thing's for 
sure is that our body 
clock is definitely not 
at it's best state. Most 
of us sleep around 2-5am 
and wake up in the 
afternoon. Though it is 
not quite far from the 
"gig lifestyle" but the 
difference is that we 
usually binge surf in 
the internet, watch 
series or movies, some 
of us practice music and 
some are focusing on 
their physical health by 
working out.  
 
How does the band keep 
itself busy during this 
ECQ?  
We (mntklya) still 
continue to keep in 
touch, we plan to do 
live performances for  

 
our supporters. It's  
usually play, write and 
plan for our future 
endeavors.  
 
What lessons have you 
learned over the course 
of this quarantine?  
Health is wealth, that  
it is important to stay 
healthy all the time. 
Also there are people 
dying from the virus and 
people dying from 
starvation. We must think 
less of ourselves and 
think about the people  
in need especially the 
frontliners.  

 
What message would you 
like to tell everyone?  
We really hope everyone 
of you is safe and 
please just hang in 
there. Breath if ever 
you feel overwhelmed 
about everything that is 
happening. Stay safe and 
may we all be united in 
making the world a 
better place, we are 
gonna get through this 
together. We love you!  
- MNTKLYA 
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In the midst of the ongoing ‘social distancing’ this band remained 
active in making music through social media. Few weeks ago they 
did a Facebook Live Session to gather support and help for the 

techs and roadies of the music industry that are affected during 
the Enhanced Community Quarantine. And now, we had an opportunity 
to chat with Alvin Chan to check on the band during quarantine. 



 
How was your band before 
ECQ? What milestones or 
big events did you 
accomplish prior to the 
lockdown?  
We just released our 4th 
studio album “The Grand 
Phantasma”. We were 
lucky enough to launch 
it before the lockdown. 
We already scheduled 
metro/provincial tour 
that got cancelled 
because of the pandemic.  

 

How has the ECQ affected 
you personally? How has 
it affected the band?  
As a freelance editor, it 
is really hard. All my 
projects got postponed. 
As for the band, we 
produced (physical) 
copies of the album  
so now they’re just 
gathering dust. The most 
unfortunate side to all 
this is how ECQ affected 
our roadies - a lot of 
them solely depend on 
gigs as their main  
source of income.  

 

What is your new daily 
routine during this 
pandemic?  
I try to remain 
productive by creating 
videos, mostly of my 
cats but I’ve also 
started revisiting some 
personal projects that  
I never got to release. 
I’ve also started to 
clean the house and 
prepare breakfast at 
least from time to time.  
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How does the band keep 
itself busy during this 
ECQ?  
We do live recordings 
and sometimes we have 
livestreams to get in 
touch with the fans. We 
plan on releasing all 
our quarantine session 
recordings  into an 
album. A new song is in 
the works, so this is 
quite exciting. I’d like 
to take this opportunity 
to share a fund-raising 
effort that we’re a part 
of. It’s meant to help 
the roadies so please 
visit 
indiemanila.live/raisefo
rroadies to learn more.  
 
What lessons have you 
learned over the course 
of this quarantine?  
Take a step back and 
reconnect with yourself.  
 
 

 

 
 
 
What message would you 
like to tell everyone?  
Please be strong, and 
let us brave through 
this together. Let's 
practice self care,  
work on ourselves,  
love ourselves, heal so 
that we do not bleed on 
people who didn't cut 
us, spread more love and 
be there for each other. 
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This south-based 
alternative band  

is making a comeback 
here in Unplug for 
a short interview  
to talk about the  

band and some 
developments that  
had happened in  
their personal  

lives as musicians.  
And how they had 

adjusted in making 
music during the 
ongoing lockdown. 
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How was your band 
before ECQ? What 
milestones or big 
events did you 
accomplish prior to 
the lockdown?  
 

Most of the band members 
were on a professional 
career shift before ECQ. 
Nevertheless, we 
continued to lay down 
tracks on hopes of 
finishing the upcoming 
album soon.  
 
How has the ECQ 
affected you 
personally? How has 
it affected the band?  
 

For Mich, the ECQ has 
caused drastic changes 
at home since a family 
member was exposed to 
corona. She’s currently 
doing fine in 
quarantine. Charles is 
working diligently in 
the frontlines as a 
nurse. Richard’s loyalty 
to his girlfriend who 
works as a doctor is 
very inspiring. He goes 
to work with her just to 
make sure she doesn’t 
have a hard time 
commuting since public 
transport is not 
available. Patrick has 
endless work from home 
meetings in the morning. 
Howard and Justin are 
both at home.  
 
As for the whole band, 
we may not get to see 
each other at the moment 
but rest assured...  
We are currently working 
on the mixes for songs 
number 5 & 6 with Mr. 
Jam Bumanlag of 
Nineworkz.  
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What is your new 
daily routine during 
this pandemic?  
 

Wake up – Take a bath – 
Eat – Chores – Work 
(from home or hospital) 
– Eat – PC/Mobile Games 
– Music – Eat more – 
Chores – Band talk – 
Netflix – Sleep  
 
How does the band 
keep itself busy 
during this ECQ?  
 

We see to it that in a 
day or two we talk about 
updates on the album and 
mixes. The 2nd music 
video is also finished. 
Just waiting for the 
best time to release it. 
Stay tuned!  
 
 
 

What lessons have you 
learned over the 
course of this 
quarantine?  
 

Love your family. Take 
care of yourself. Thank 
God for your life and 
health and continue to 
believe in Him, this will 
all pass soon. Treat 
everyday as a gift. 
And... Always be kind and 
patient to the people 
around you. It doesn’t 
matter who.  

 

What message would 
you like to tell 
everyone?  
 

Hello guys!!! We hope 
you’re all doing okay. 
Hang in there and don’t 
ever lose hope. This 
isn’t a full stop. It’s 
just a pause, just a 
break, to remind us that 
we need to refocus on 
valuing our lives and 
what really matters. We 
think that He is giving 
us a second chance to 
recalibrate and restart. 
So just hold on and look 
forward to a better life 
after all of this. Stay 
home. Stay safe. We miss 
playing live music for 
all of you. 
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Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/southernlightsph/ 
Instagram: 
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Coming from  
different bands, 
these metalheads  
came together on 
December 2018 and 
their first live gig 
happened at Rakrakan 
Festival last March 
2019. And since then 
they had started to 
generate some noise 
around the scene  
with their original 
songs. We had an 
opportunity to talk 
with ‘M’, one of the 
band’s guitarist, and 
asked him how their 
lives had been as 
musicians during  
the pandemic. 
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How was your band before 
ECQ? What milestones or 
big events did you 
accomplish prior to the 
lockdown?  
The was going steady 
with an influx of gigs. 
We were looking forward 
to do a couple of out of 
town headliner shows and 
had already planned to 
finalize the album. As 
for the milestones prior 
to the ECQ, every gig 
that we play is a 
milestone for us.  
 
How has the ECQ affected 
you personally? How has 
it affected the band?  
ECQ taught us that us to 
be thankful for what we 
have. As for the band, 
it gave us a lot of time 
to work on the songs for 
the album. It also 
allowed us to step back 
and plan the future of 
the band.  
 
What is your new daily 
routine during this 
pandemic?  
Songwriting and learning 
new skills on a daily 
basis.  
 
How does the band keep 
itself busy during this 
ECQ?  
We get to try things and 
learn things that we had 
never done before.  
 
What lessons have you 
learned over the course 
of this quarantine?  
Always be thankful for 
the gift of life.  
 
What message would you 
like to tell everyone?  
Stay safe and we will 
see you again soon. 
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The last time I 
caught a glimpse  
of this band was  
last March during  
the launch of a 
clothing brand. 
Mitch, the band’s 
vocalist lends  
her time to us to 
have a small talk  
on how the lockdown 
and quarantine 
affects their lives 
as an individual  
and being musicians. 
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How was your band before 
ECQ? What milestones or 
big events did you 
accomplish prior to the 
lockdown?  
 
We were exploring to  
a kind of genre that  
the band is trying and 
collaborating with  
rap artist J-Flor. We 
performed it last Team 
EVEN Night at Matchbox. 
And since the band does 
not have an official 
guitarist, She from 
Bandakontrapolitika 
is taking over.  
 
Milestone? Di  
ko alam e haha  
but each gig, 
performances, 
friends we meet  
in the scene, 
interviews like 
this is considered 
as an achievement for 
us. Big or small. Ohh!  
I remember when we first 
join BOTB in Parañaque, 
akala namin tutugtog 
lang kami, hindi kami 
kasali, yun pala kasali 
kami haha. Well, still 
nagperform kami like we 
were part of the 
competition, hindi kami 
nanalo hahaha! Pero sabi 
ni She ito daw one of 
milestone nya with us 
kasi kahit hindi kami 
nanalo hahaha promise 
feeling namin sobrang 
panalo kami, kasi yung 
kababata ko sa bf homes 
si Atoy Viscarra at si 
kuya Edong yung nag 
invite samin tumugtog 
binaha kami ng redhorse 
hahaha! Simple lang yan 
pero sobrang saya. Like 
what i said big or 
small, yes! we treasure 
it a lot. Tapos official 
na namin si She na 
gitarista that day!!!  
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How has the ECQ affected 
you personally? How has 
it affected the band?  
ECQ, is the time were 
you have to think a lot 
of things and  that 
leads me to 
frustrations, 
insecurities, losing 
hope and all. Well, 
James and Darveen since 
they are the people who 
i am very close with, 
they're always there for 
me to cheer me up and 
continue what we 
started, to continue 
what we love. Well at 
the end of the day it is 
not all about me e. It 
will always be about the 
band.  
 
What is your new daily 
routine during this 
pandemic?  
Netflix, Kain, Tulog, 
wala atang related sa 
music e, minsan 
nagppractice ako, kaso, 
pag di ko nakuha 
standard ko di ko na 
tinutuloy e. Before pa 
pandemic na to my 
frustrations na akong 
nararamdaman. And I 
kinda want myself to 
stay away from it.  
 
 

I want to free my mind 
from all my negative 
thoughts about music for 
now. Pero, alam mo yung 
feeling na hindi mo naman 
talaga mahihiwalay sa 
sarili mo yung music e 
haha. It's part of our 
lifestyle e. Sa totoo 
lang meron akong feeling 
na love and hate sa music 
hahaha it kinda make me 
feel strong and insecure 
at the same time, ewan e, 
di ko maexplain baka ako 
lang nakakafeel nun haha. 
Part na to ng buhay ko, 

yung saya at lungkot sa 

How does the band keep 
itself busy during this 
ECQ?  
Ah before ECQ, we 
already has this thing 
in our minds – a genre 
that we think would fit 
the band. James, She, 
and Darvs still shares 
influences of the music 
we want to make.  
 
What lessons have you 
learned over the course 
of this quarantine?  
This is not the season 
of losing hope. This is 
the season were we have 
to be united as one.  
 
What message would you 
like to tell everyone?  
We are not ready for 
this kind of pandemic 
really, so the least we 
can do is treasure the 
moment and be thankful 
that we are all safe 
with our love ones. Pray 
everyday for the safety 
of everyone. Spread 
love. 
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How was your band 
before ECQ? What 
milestones or big 
events did you  
 

Before the pandemic 
we’ve already started 
writing new songs to 
finish our record. As we 
have big plans ahead 
this year. Overseas gig 
& music videos to shoot. 
Supposedly a productive 
year for us on the real 
world. But the show must 
go on, we will still be 
playing our stuff on a 
different platform this 
time around. I hope this 
will not last long. We 
are still coping up. 
 
How has the ECQ 
affected you 
personally? How has 
it affected the band?  
 

Personally? I’m pretty 
much the same. I have 
more time now to spend 
with my beautiful wife  

and the kids, same as 
everyone else in the 
group. And for the band 
we are doing just fine. 
We’ve been preemptive in 
this situation since the 
ECQ was lifted and we've 
been busy writing and 
recording materials. No 
one is holding back. 
 
What is your new 
daily routine during 
this pandemic?  

Since this started I’ve 
already set a plan to  
keep myself busy 
learning a new skill 
set, planned a long time 
ago which I don’t have 
the time and luxury to 
do. It involves 
multimedia and music. 
Also at the same time 
I’m keeping myself 
healthy by working out 
everyday. I think that’s 
what keeps me sane. 
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How does the band 
keep itself busy 
during this ECQ?  
 

We talk almost everyday. 
We have a to-do list: 
recording our own 
materials, covers (for 
online content) and 
writing new music. It’s 
pretty tight actually 
and no option to be late 
just retakes (a lot of 
retakes). Which is a 
good thing for us, it  
is a continuous  
learning process. 

What lessons have you 
learned over the 
course of this 
quarantine?  
 

Be grateful for what you 
have right now. In this 
situation you’ll realize 
that most material things 
are temporary. We are 
still very fortunate we 
still have food on our 
table. But outside, we 
can see the bitter side 
of reality. As much as we 
can, we try to help out 
our kababayan in need 
during this very tough 
situation. 

What message would 
you like to tell 
everyone?  
 

Take this time to better 
yourself and be kind to 
each other. This is the 
longest downtime I’ve 
ever experienced in my 
life. Keep in touch with 
your loved ones. 
Hopefully we will all 
come out as better 
versions of ourselves. 
Stay safe! 

Facebook:  
www.facebook.com/arcadiaRP/  
Instagram: 
www.instagram.com/arcadiaofficial/ 
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How was your band before ECQ? 
What milestones or big events  
did you do?  
 

Prior to the lockdown we were able  
to launch our Haraya Music Video  
(you better check it out on YouTube, 
guys). We were doing fine and in the 
process of making new songs.. kaso  
nag lockdown hahaha!yet!  
 
How has the ECQ affected  
you personally?  
How has it affected the band?  
 

Personally, I can’t understand my 
mental state. Lol! Ang daming time 
para maging emotional about everything 
that’s going on. Haha Medyo challenge 
sa’min ng FIONA yung what we can come 
up or what we can do to keep us  
active musically since medyo papunta 
na kami sa pagka-tito and tita, 
napagiiwanan kami ng technogy but 
we’re doing our best to study these 
things so we can bring something  
on the table during ECQ. 
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What is your new 
daily routine during 
this pandemic?  
 

Coffee muna while 
reading manga or 
webtoons! Practice mag 
keyboard, exercise then 
read ulit tapos sleep! 
Sige na nga, isasama  
ko na yung pagligo. 
Hahahahaha!  
 
How does the band 
keep itself busy 
during this ECQ?  
 

We’re doing acoustic 
home performance videos 
of our original songs 
and upload it on 
facebook and instagram. 
Also, we take this time 
to improve our skills 
individually.  
 
 

What lessons have  
you learned over  
the course of this 
quarantine?  
 

Hmmmm, okay talaga pag 
may savings ka in case  
of emergency hahaha. Be 
mature enough not to shut 
your friends out if hindi 
same yung principles and 
views niyo. Just respect 
each other’s opinions.  
 
What message would  

 

you like to tell 
everyone?  
We’ll get through this. 
Courage on and keep  
the faith! 
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How was your band 
before ECQ? What 
milestones or big 
events did you  
 

We were making moves, 
played a couple of good 
shows here and there 
like Finite Fest and 
Tribal’s Dutdutan. We 
also did a live radio 
guesting under Rakista 
Radio and we were set  
to play at Rakrakan 
Festival but the it has 
been rescheduled to 
December 2020 due to  
the Covid-19 situation.  

Aside from that, we put 
out a new single and  
music video called 
‘Heaven’s Gate’ featuring 
Kento Koshikawa of FOAD 
from Japan. Check it out 
if you haven’t yet!  
 
How has the ECQ 
affected you 
personally? How has 
it affected the band?  
 

To be honest, band-wise, 
it’s like everything  
is in a halt especially 
in the production 
department, shows aren’t 
allowed and so we can’t  

get to play live or  
organize shows for 
Fragments. What we're 
trying do right now is 
practicing and continue 
writing while in our own 
homes. Individually, 
Niko’s (vocals) 
photography work is 
unfortunately affected 
as well because he 
shoots for Chicosci and 
other bands in our music 
scene, but aside from 
that, the rest of us are 
working from home or 
being couch potatoes, 
except for Carl 
(guitars) because he's 
one of our frontliners.  
 
What is your new 
daily routine during 
this pandemic?  
 

Elijah (guitars) is 
vlogging frequently Carl 
is putting up 
playthroughs and his 
guitar work online Dunn 
(drums) & Felix (bass) & 
Niko are all working 
from home.. 
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How does the band 
keep itself busy 
during this ECQ?  
 

Everyday we keep track 
of our progress in 
Fragments’ album in the 
works. We are taking 
this quarantine as an 
opportunity to invest 
more time in writing and 
perfecting our future 
releases. Rest assured, 
we will have so much in 
store for our listeners 
very very soon.  
 
What lessons have  
you learned over  
the course of this 
quarantine?  
 

One of the main things 
we can learn from this 
situation is that we 
always have to be 
prepared for anything—
financially, 
emotionally, and 
mentally.  

What message would you like to  
tell everyone?  
 

Stay at Home & listen to Fragments. 
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How was your band 
before ECQ? What 
milestones or big 
events did you 
accomplish prior  
to the lockdown?  
 

We had our last gig at 
Punk Fest last February 
8 in San Pedro, Laguna 
under Strong South 
Production.  
 
There was a scheduled 
gig that was supposed to 
happen in Laguna, and 
bands from different 
parts of the province 
are lined-up but 
unfortunately it was 
postponed due to this 
lockdown. But still I 
consider it as an 
additional milestone for 
us. We will still play 
for you guys and will 
rock the stage once 
again, remember that. 
And we hope that we can  

 
 
 
 
 
play in other places and 
see you guys, if that 
happen it would be a 
milestone for us.  
 

How has the ECQ 
affected you 
personally? How has 
it affected the band?  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

It affects me a lot. 
Like right now we can’t 
even go outside but of 
course it’s for my 
family’s safety. As  
for the band, we are  
not allowed to do  
jams or practice just 
like we used to do.  
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What is your new 
daily routine during 
this pandemic?  
 

I start my day with  
a good breakfast; 
listening to music and 
experimenting on new 
sounds so once this 
lockdown ends we can 
offer something new to 
you guys, which kind 
exciting. Btw, I tried 
exercising hahahaha!!!  
 
How does the band 
keep itself busy 
during this ECQ?  
 

We have a group chat so 
that we can check each 
other’s situation. We  
do our band meetings 
here as well for us to 
discuss our plans on how 
we can give the fans 
great music and send 
positive vibes through 
our songs.  

What lessons have  
you learned over  
the course of this 
quarantine?  
 

Honestly, there’s a lot! 
First of all, please do 
not take your health for 
granted.  Live a healthy 
life, make sure of that. 
And I learned the 
importance of having a 
family because they’re 
giving me strength  
during this time of 
pandemic. I learned  
also the importance of 
maintaining cleanliness 
inside and out.  

 

What message would 
you like to tell 
everyone?  
 

I guess, that’s all 
guys. Stay safe at home; 
hold on, this thou shall 
pass. We’ll see all of 
you after this ECQ. 
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What did you do to adapt 
personally to this sudden 
and unexpected great shift 
in the world?  
 
Just like everyone else, my 
family and I just stayed home. 
I do Zoom meetings until now 
for my work. I also have 
occasional Zoom sessions with 
friends and family where we 
drink, talk about anything and 
just to check on one another.  
Generally, music making has 
been occupying most of my 
time during the lockdown.  
As we know all clubs and bars 
are closed so there is zero DJ 
activity. With nothing much 
else to do I am able to finish a 
lot of electronic music projects 
which I would not have done  
if not for the lockdown. I have 
enrolled in online courses on 
mixing and mastering to 
improve the sound quality  
of my music.  

collaborating with each other 
online a lot. I am part of 
Footprints - an outfit where last 
year we did events inviting local 
and foreign house and techno 
DJ’s in an effort to keep the 
underground scene afloat.  
 
But with the quarantine, we 
now do Facebook livestreams 
every Sunday and invite local 
house and techno DJ’s to play 
and broadcast from their 
homes. Other event production 
outfits are doing this as well. 
Even bars and clubs like,  
XX XX, Nokal and Z Hostel  
have also been broadcasting 
livestreams of DJ’s playing  
from home.  
 
There are also fundraisers in 
livestreams of better known 
DJ’s like John Robinson who 
has set up a fund campaign for 
the benefit of frontliners and 
other groups of people in need. 

I have experimented a lot on 
sound designs and basically  
honing and stretching my 
creative capabilities. I am  
now trying to collaborate  
with fellow artists. I have also  
even enrolled in a short music 
marketing course on how to 
better establish an indie artist’s 
presence in online stores and 
streaming platforms.  
 
Right now I am in the process  
of releasing an EP with a techno 
label based in the UK. It will 
feature two original dance 
tracks which I was able to finish 
during the lockdown. The EP  
will also feature some remixes 
from my producer friends. 
 
What ways did you notice 
the community reaching  
out to help one another?  
 
The most noticeable aspect  
is that we have been  

We Catch Up With 

HERB CABRAL 
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What have you done to 
reposiTIon yourself  
professionally after the 
pandemic shifted events  
to online?  
 
By trying to strengthen the 
presence of my music in online 
and streaming platforms, I 
hope I can still stay relevant  
in the local music industry.  
I am making more music now 
because I have more time to  
do so. I am also trying to  
make new genres of music  
like dub reggae and ambient 
electronica.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What were the adjustments 
or difficulTIes (technical, 
and/or otherwise) you 
encountered?  
 
No major adjustment in music 
production. It is on the DJ 
aspect that all of us have 
encountered difficulties.  
 

 

I know a DJ who started to 
cook and sell food online.  
He personally delivers the  
food to customers.  
 
If you are a DJ, turn to music 
production if you have not done 
so. If you don’t have money, 
there are some free DAW that 
you can download online like 
Pro Tools First or Studio One 
Prime . If you have a Mac, start 
to tinker with that Garageband. 
If you are into music production 
already, look for ways to 
collaborate with fellow artists. 
Stretch and tweak your creative 
potential. Try making other 
genres of music.  
 
Now is the best time to explore 
other ways to express your 
passion for music. I could not 
imagine what I would have 
been doing if I was not making 
music during the lockdown. In 
fact, the lockdown has provided 
me all the time to stretch and 
explore my potential as a music 
producer. 

What’s your outlook for the 
next quarter? What are your 
thoughts for how the rest of 
the year will go?  
 
I am not expecting much about 
the rest of 2020. Even with the 
end of the lockdown, bars and 
venues are still not opened and 
people here are not expecting 
them to be operating until 
towards the end of the year.  
But I will still continue to  
make music.  
 
Is there anything you 
learned or insight that  
you want to share with  
the people in the music 
community and industry?  
 
Look for other ways to earn a 
living, especially for the DJ’s.  
If this is your primary source  
of income, do not expect much 
this year. You definitely should 
look for work elsewhere. Or sell 
something online - offer original 
sound loops and sound designs 
to other producers, offer online 
tutorials to share your skills and 
talent in music. Or sell anything 
not related to music so you  
can survive.  
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"Feel the connection in 
the time of isolation! 

Stay home!  
Enjoy your staycation!"  

 
 
 
 
 

www.facebook.com/Anthemsofnobodies 
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“Focus on the things  
we can still do  

rather than the things 
we cannot.”  

 
 
 
 

facebook.com/Chaptersband 
 

instagram.com/chapters_ph  
 

https://open.spotify.com/album/39hs
eDbsw8EGS1OLX6XICX 
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“Stay positive  
by staying negative.”  

 
 
 
 
 
 

www.facebook.com/TheIlluminationPH/ 
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“Stay at home.  
Stay safe.  

Stay in love.  
Stay virgin.  
God bless.”  

 
 
 

www.facebook.com/soyciety00  
 

soycietyofficial(youtube) 
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“Even if everything 
seems to move  

in slow motion,  
just keep moving 

forward.”  
 
 

www.facebook.com/Injent  
 

www.youtube.com/channel/UCUXOdSh72Z7
hZcjt9ymF0Sw  

 
https://injent.bandcamp.com/releases 
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 “Just stay at 
home to help 
flatten the 

curve, please 
don’t be stupid, 
selfish and hard 

headed! We’ll  
get through  
this soon!” 

- Jomal Linao, 
Kamikazee 

 

 

 

 

 
“Hang on everyone.  
We are gonna get 
through this.”  

- Giniling Festival 

“Keep things in 
perspective and 

make the best with 
what you have. 
Despite the 

limitations, know 
that you have the 
power to make it 

work and make good 
things happen. If 

you need help, ask. 
If you are able to 

help, do so in 
however way you 
can. If you are 
able to continue 
and make music, 

then by all means 
go! Nothing can 

stop good old rock 
and roll.” 

- Mike Twain,  
Black Wolf Gypsies 

“Follow the rules 
of quarantine to 
flatten line. 

Simple as that.” 
- Niño Mendoza,  

Blue Jean Junkies 

“Wash your hands. 
Appreciate the little 

things. Keep in touch.” 
- Rogel Simon,  

Valley of Chrome 

“This might be 
out-of-character, 
but everybody – 
please just 

fucking be nice  
to each other. 

Support everybody, 
and help out when 
you can, even if 
it just means 

saying “hi” and 
spreading good 
vibes to random 
people online. 

Opinions are fine, 
but ending 

friendships and 
turning into 

horrible people 
over them?  

C’mon - Don’t be 
fucking dumb…” 
- Joey Dizon 
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 “God is truly in 
control. Always lift up 
yourself to the 
blessings he has already 
made for us. Peace & 
harmony with nature & 
love to humankind.” 
- Buwi Meneses,  
Parokya ni Edgar,  
The Mellow Dee’s 

 “For every person that's 
doing their best, whether 
manning the front lines, or 
just plain staying at home, 
you guys are doing the best 
jobs. Each and everyone  
one of you is making a 
contribution to surviving 
this pandemic. But also,  
let life go on as it should. 
Be productive as much as you 
can. Stay safe and bless us 
all” - Gabby Gamboa,  
Manila Under Fire 

 “Stay safe. Stay home.  
Soon magiging okay  

din ang lahat.” 
- Save The Fall 
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 “Numinous” tour,  
powered by  

Kolin Electronics.  
Featuring: 

Saydie, 
Typecast, 
Skychurch,  

The Republicats,  
Valley Of Chrome.  

Keeping  
The Stream 
Alive
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Virtual parties and lockdown sessions were the name of the 
game as bands shared loads of informative, entertaining, and 
educational content on their chosen streaming platforms. 
Non-profite indie Manila Community Radio is a crowd 
favorite, showcasing Filipino talent from underground and 
underrepresented communities. Z Hostel boasts of Lockdown 
Sessions, while Club SixtyNine, FootprintsPH, Sanctum 3  
and Kumu threw their own virtual parties. 

 

Keeping  
The Stream 

Alive



https://www.facebook.com/SOUNDTECHPHIL

